Poisons

T

he art of poison lore is as old as time itself;
since the time of the ancients, the crafting and
use of toxic components has been in practice.
Now, you have access to the knowledge and
practices of poison lore unknown for millenia.

Action

Every poison has four basic features which determine how
it works: Delivery, Potency, Action, and Cure; some poisons
have special features unique to them.

The Action is what the poison does "on its turn." This
constitutes the poison's main effect, usually ability damage,
and a frequency, or how often it takes that action. The most
common actions for fast poisons are minutes and rounds,
while slower poisons take days or even weeks to act. A poison
always takes its action at the beginning of the target's turn,
before they take any actions.

Delivery

Cure

The Delivery of a poison notes how it is given to the victim.
There are five possible delivery methods: Contact, Ingestion,
Inhalation, and Injury. In general, these methods are not
interchangeable (i.e. a contact poison does not also function
as an inhalation poison), unless specifically noted. These
delivery methods also determine the latency of a poison, or
the time it takes before a poison takes its first action (see
Action).
Contact

The poison spreads by touch. Unless otherwise stated,
poisons do not permeate armor, nor do they leave residue
(e.g. touching something touched by the poison will not cause
exposure unless that object was coated with poison). Contact
poisons have a latency of 1 minute.
Ingestion

The poison is delivered by eating it. Purging your system
after ingesting a poison (such as by inducing vomiting) before
it is absorbed increases your Fortitude save against that
poison by an additional +5. Ingestion latency can vary, but 1
hour is typical.
Inhalation

The poison is delivered by breathing it in. Any creature in the
area of an inhalation poison must make a Fortitude save
against it. A creature can hold its breath to avoid inhaling the
poison; if doing so, it has a 50% chance to avoid exposure
(see rules on holding breath). Inhalation has a latency of 1
round.
Injury

The poison is delivered via a wound into muscle tissue. Injury
has a latency of 1 minute. Making a called shot to a vein or
blood vessel enables you to reduce the latency to 1 round.
The called shot is made at a -5 penalty. You may deliver an
injury poison in this way as a coup de grace against a
helpless creature.

Potency

The Potency is a measure of how difficult it is to resist the
poison. The Fortitude DC to resist the effects of a poison is
10 plus the Potency.

A Cure is required to stop the effects of a poison, and is
usually required before a poison can be fully healed. The
most common cures are a series of saving throws and
antidotes; some poisons are incurable (must be cured with
wish or a similarly powerful spell).
A few poisons (such as heavy metals and arsenic) have a
detox cure. This means that as long as the poison is in their
system, any ability drain done by the poison cannot be cured.
It takes 1 week for a dose of poison to leave the system. The
Neutralize Poison spell can cure multiple doses of poison if
the caster check is high enough (even if the poison is not a
venom).

Poison Use
Poisoned Weapons

It takes a standard action to apply poison to a weapon, unless
you possess the swift poison alchemist class feature or Swift
Poison feat. Once applied, the poison remains until it is
consumed or manually removed from the weapon. An injury
poison cannot be applied to a blunt weapon, but a contact
poison can.
Wielding a poisoned weapon is potentially risky for the
bearer. If you play with the critical fumble rules, confirming a
critical fumble causes you to expose yourself to the poison,
consuming it. If you have the poison use class feature, you do
not risk poisoning yourself in this way.

Effects of Poisoning

Once a character has been poisoned, there is a latency period
after becoming poisoned before the poison begins taking
actions. Once this latency period has ended, the poison
begins to take its action. The frequency of a poison's action
(how often it acts) is determined by the poison. If the poison
takes only one or fewer actions per round, it takes its action
at the start of the victim's turn. If the poison takes more than
one action per turn, it takes any additional actions it has at
the end of the target's turn.
Each poison takes its action separately. If the target is
being affected by more than one poison, they must save
against each poison individually.
When the poison takes its action, the victim must roll a
Fortitude save with a DC of 10 plus the potency of that
poison. If they succeed, they negate the poison's action (or
reduce it if applicable) and gain 1 save toward curing the
poison. If they fail, then the poison takes its action
unmitigated.

Dosage

Increasing the amount of poison you give to a creature
decreases its ability to stave off the effects of a poison.
The dosage of a poison is calculated with a medium
creature in mind. Thus, creatures of larger size categories
require twice as many doses per size category larger in order
for a poison to be effective (i.e. Large creatures require 2
doses, Huge creatures require 4 doses, etc.). Likewise, one
normal dose for a medium creature counts as 2 doses for a
small creature, 4 doses for a Tiny creature, etc..
Whenever a creature takes extra doses of a poison, the DC
to resist its effects increases by +2 per extra dose;
additionally, the number of successful saves needed to cure
that poison (if any) increases by 1 for each extra dose
administered. Likewise, whenever a character takes only a
partial dose of a poison, the Fortitude DC decreases by 2
every time the dose is halved, to a minimum of 10; however,
the number of successful saves required is reduced by 1
(minimum 1).
A child of any species requires only half the normal dosage
for an adult, and an infant only requires one-fourth the
normal dosage for an adult. Similarly, an elderly creature only
requires one-half the normal dosage, and a venerated
creature requires only one-fourth.
If the creature is exposed to extra doses after the initial
poisoning, the increase in DC is added to the poison's next
action (extra doses do not have additional latency).

Curing Poisons

Most poisons can be cured in two different ways: garnering a
certain number of successful saving throws, or by antidote.
Whenever the poison takes its action, the victim rolls a
saving throw against its effects. For poisons that have a
certain number of saves as a cure condition, once the victim
has made that many successful saves against the poison, they
are cured. Giving an antidote (if one exists) automatically
cures the victim.
Curing a poison results in an immediate end to all ongoing
effects of a poison, and enables a character to begin recovery;
curing does not restore any damage or ability drain done by
the poison, but it does bring an end to any penalties given by
the poison.
Aid Another

A character may attempt to treat another’s poison. In order to
do this, they must be able to identify that the victim has been
poisoned, which requires a Heal check DC 15. If they succeed
the check by at least the craft DC of the poison minus 5, they
may also identify the exact poison.
Once a character has identified the poison, they may apply
their expertise to the victim, giving them a +2 bonus to their
next Fortitude save to resist the effects of the poison.
Treating a poison with an antidote is not an aid another
action, but immediately cures the poison.

Harvesting Poison

Venoms may be harvested from natural sources by those with
capability and the proper tools. Venom may be harvested
from creatures in the way denoted in Pathfinder: Ultimate
Wilderness.
Furthermore, other toxins may be foraged in the wild at
GM discretion. When foraging for toxic plants or other
natural substances, you must make a Survival check DC 10;
the DC increases by 5 for each level of rarity the toxic species
has: 5 for uncommon, 10 for rare, and 15 for exotic. It may be
necessary, upon finding the specimen, to identify it to make
sure it is poisonous. This can be done with a Knowledge
(Nature) or Survival check of appropriate DC. The forager
gains a +2 insight bonus on this check if they have a field
guide.
Once the specimen has been obtained, they may use it
simply for its base toxic capabilities or as a reagent for use in
a crafted poison. Using it as a reagent may require distillation
of the toxic compounds (see Distilling Components under
Crafting Poison).

Immunity / Mithridatism

Some characters expose themselves willingly to toxins in
order to develop resistances and immunities against them in
a process called mithridatism. The ability to become resistant
/ immune to a poison is left to GM discretion (it is
recommended to allow mithridatism only for toxins that
come from plants or animals).
To begin developping a resistance to a poison, a character
may, over the course of 1 week, expose themselves to enough
poison to amount to one full dose. At the end of the week,
they make a Fortitude check at DC 15+potency. If they
succeed, they gain Poison Resistance +2 against that specific
poison. If they fail the check, nothing happens. If they fail by 5
or more, or roll a natural 1, they experience an adverse
reaction and the poison takes one action against them.
This process can be repeated for that poison, allowing
them to increase the resistance by +2 each time. After
gaining poison resistance 10, the next successful check
grants them immunity to that poison instead.
Once a character has undergone this process, they must
continue to be exposed to the poison to keep their resistance.
Regardless of their resistance, they must consume 1 dose of
poison per month in small doses which are not great enough
to force them to make a saving throw against the poison. If a
character goes a full month without any exposure to that
poison, they lose resistance or immunity to that poison.

Crafting Poison

C

reation of toxic substances is an ancient practice.
For millenia, creatures have been attempting to
destroy their enemies with a myriad of poisons.
Some are designed to kill quickly and efficiently,
whereas others are brewed to bring drawn-out
and painful deaths.

Poison Components

Every poison has a toxin in it. The toxin determines the basic
properties of the poison, including the delivery, potency,
action, and cure. More intricate poisons can have other
reagents, including catalysts, inhibitors, and auxiliary agents.
To craft a poison, you must succeed a Craft (Alchemy) check
with DC equal to 10 plus 5 per extra reagent added to the
concoction. Crafting a poison takes 2 hours of work per 10 of
the DC. The cost of a finished poison is equal to the cost of all
the reagents times the number of reagents added.
A list of common reagents is presented the section Poison
Reagents.
Distilling Components

Upon obtaining a poison with multiple components, it is
possible to extract a component. Doing so requires a Craft
(Alchemy) check with the same DC as creating the poison).
Upon doing so, the poison is destroyed, and you extract one
reagent. If you fail this check, you do not acquire the reagent,
but the poison is still destroyed.
By every 10 for which you exceed the DC to extract
components, you may extract one additional component from
the poison.

Crafting Antidotes

An important skill to accompany crafting poisons is the
creation of antidotes should plans go awry.
To craft an antidote, you must first determine which poison
the antidote will cure. The poison must have antidote listed in
its cures for you to select it. Once the poison is chosen, an
antidote may be crafted by consuming doses of the poison.
For every dose of poison consumed in this way, 5 doses of
antidote are created. The creation of antidotes in this manner
takes one hour of work and requires a DC 20 Craft (Alchemy)
check.
Curing a poison with an antidote quickens the natural
healing of that creature. If they took ability damage or drain,
they heal any damage done by the poison at double the
standard rate (2 points of damage each day). This does not
affect ability damage or drain from non-poison sources.

It is possible to create antitoxins which do not cure a
poison, but help to slow its progression. When creating an
antitoxin, choose an ability score. The antitoxin will help fight
any poison which deals damage to that ability score. When a
creature consumes a dose of antitoxin, they gain a +4
alchemical bonus to Fortitude saves to resist that poison's
action for one day; when that creature makes is cure save, if
they would fail the save, but the +4 bonus enables them to
succeed the save, the poison does not take its action, but they
do not gain a save towards curing the poison. Consuming
extra doses of antitoxin renews the duration, but does not
cause the bonus to stack.

Infused Poisons

Normally, mixing poisons with each other or potions causes
them to be destroyed, but with careful preparation, it is
possible to create poison cocktails which have multiple
effects.
To created an infused poison, you must have all poisons
and potions that you would like to infuse on hand, as well as
preservation agents with a cost of 100 gold pieces per poison
or potion you are mixing.
Creating an infused poison takes 2 hours of work per
poison added, and 4 hours of work per potion added. At the
end of this time, the creator must make a Craft (Alchemy)
check with DC 15 plus 10 per ingredient added (thus, an
infused mixture of 2 poisons would have a DC of 25). This
check does not automatically succeed on a natural 20. If the
creator fails the check, all of the ingredients added are
rendered inert and destroyed. If the creator fails the check by
5 or more, the ingredients are not rendered inert and instead
explode, dealing 1d6 damage per 5 by which the check was
failed. On a natural 1, the creator is exposed to all of the
ingredients in the infused creation.
An infused poison functions exactly as all of its separate
components, but is delivered simultaneously. Thus, the
affected creature must, upon imbibing or becoming exposed
to it, make independent saving throws against all constituent
effects. The saving throws for each component do not
interact with each other unless specifically stated otherwise.

Poison Reagents
Toxins
Toxin

Potency Delivery

Action

Cure

Special

Base
Cost
(gp)

detox

Onset of 1 week

60

1d4 Wis damage if the target fails its first save

20

Arsenic

6

ingestion 1d2 Con drain
(1/day)

Belladonna

3

ingestion 1d3 Str damage 3 saves,
(1/hr)
antidote

Black Adder
Venom

1

injury

1d2 Con
damage
(1/minute)

5 saves,
antidote

50

Black Lotus
Extract

10

contact

1d6 Con
damage
(1/minute)

4 saves,
antidote

4,500

Hand of
Pharasma

30

ingestion

1 Con drain
(1/week)

wish

Id Moss

4

ingestion 1d3 Int damage 3 saves,
(1/minute)
antidote

Insanity Mist

5

inhalation

Medium
Spider Venom

4

injury

1d3 Str damage 5 saves,
(1/round)
antidote

300

Shadow
Essence

7

injury

1d2+1 Str drain 2 saves
(1/round)

250

Small
Centipede
Poison

1

injury

1d3 Wis
damage
(1/round)

1d2 Dex
damage
(1/round)

2 saves

Curable only by wish or a similarly powerful spell

50,000
50

each round the target spends in the mist breathing,
the number of saves is increased by 1

1500

2 saves,
antidote

90

Catalysts
Base
Cost
(gp)

Catalyst Effect
Bonding For a specific race and sub-race, the saving throw for this poison is +1 higher, but is 2 lower for all other
Syrup
races

300

Hasting Increase the frequency of a poison's action by one step (1 week, 1 day, 1 hour, 10 minutes, 1 minute, 1
Herb
round); if the poison was ingested, reduce the latency by one step

1500

Inhibitors
Inhibitor

Base
Cost (gp)

Effect

Immunosuppresant For a specific race and sub-race, the first time a creature of that sub-race saves against this
A
poison, it must roll twice and take the lower result

500

Immunosuppresant For a specific race and sub-race, each time a creature of that sub-race saves against this
B
poison, it must roll twice and take the lower result

5000

Masking Powder

Decrease the potency by 1, but increase the DC of the check to identify this poison by +5

50

Silithane Coating

Increase the latency of an ingested poison by 1 day

50

Auxiliary Components
Component

Effect

Base Cost (gp)

Dimethyl Sulfate

Make any poison into a contact poison

500

Dragon Bile

Increase the number of saves a poison takes to cure by 2 (does not self-stack)

1000

Residue Dust

Contact poisons leave behind a residue on surfaces they touch for 24 hours

50

Carrying Spores

Give a poison the inhalation delivery method

50

Poison Feats

The following are a list of feats that may enhance a campaign
rich in the use of poisons.
Herbalist

You are skilled in the art of identifying and curing poisons.
You gain a +4 competence bonus to all Heal and Kn. (Nature)
checks to identify and treat poisons, as well as to Craft
(alchemy) checks to synthesize antidotes.
Precautionary

You do not risk poisoning yourself at any time, as if you had
the poison use alchemist class feature.
Swift Poison

You are able to apply poison to a weapon as a swift action, as
the swift poison alchemist class feature.

Notes for GMs Seeking to use these Rules

The core rules state that only Con damage can kill a
character (0s in other scores usually result in
incapacitation, but not death). My homebrew rule is that if
a character is reduced to 0 in an ability score (other than
Con) and then takes ability damage, they die: Str - your
heart stops, Dex - your nervous system collapses,
Int/Wis/Cha - brain death.
The listed latency times for poison delivery are adapted
from the base rules of the game. For more realistic times,
increase the latency of ingestion poisons to 1 hour, and
the latency of injury poisons to 10 minutes (a called shot
should still have a latency of only 1 round). In order to
make poisons more viable in combat, where an encounter
might end before the latency period is up, consider
reducing the latency of all injury poisons to 1 round (and a
called shot at -5 becomes instant) and the latency of
contact poisons to 1d3 rounds.
In these alternate rules, harvested poisons do not have to
be alchemically treated to remain potent. Scientific
literature seems to indicate that toxic compounds in
venoms can persist for several years, but GMs who are
wary of the ability to harvest poison from natural sources
should consider imposing alchemical treatment as per the
Ultimate Wilderness rules.
The rules for mithridatism (poison immunity) are not
limited in this guide, and have potentially far-reaching
implications. Consider limiting the number of poisons to
which characters may gain immunity, or decrease the
amount of time before their resistance resets.
Alternatively, for a high-fantasy feel, consider allowing
immunity to be permanent once gained.
Poisoning a PC might make an effective plot hook — a
poison that acts very slowly (such as 1/week) with an
obscure antidote is a great way to direct the party in the
direction you want them to go.

At high levels, many ailments are either nullified by
immunities or a simple spell-cast away from cure, but they
don't have to be! As long as your players know that their
spells might not work.
The difficulty of crafting poisons in these rules is related
to the number of reagents used to make the poison, not
the DC to resist that poison, as in the RAW. This is
balanced within the modified rules by price: it's more
difficult to buy highly powerful reagents. However, in a
high-wealth campaign GMs may wish to keep the Craft
(Alchemy) check the same as the DC to keep very potent
toxins out of reach for a while.
If you are concerned about the accessability of poisons,
consider bumping the prices of poison components (the
prices here do not generally reflect the prices of their core
counterparts).
Many creatures of higher CRs in the bestiary have some
form of poison resistance or immunity. If poison is a
prominent method your PCs use, then consider altering
creatures to be more or less resistant to poisons based on
how difficult you intend the encounter to be.
Creating antidotes in the manner denoted on this guide is
much simpler and easier than the antivenom creation
process outlined in Ultimate Wilderness. Consider using
that rule-set for creating antivenoms; note that the rules
for half-dosage are already included in this guide.
Don't see a poison that you like? Get creative! Here on
some guidelines to help:
Experiment first to see if you can get the effects you
want from combining different reagents, and
remember that you don't have to make a new toxin
to get a new poison; cooking up a homebrew
catalyst might do the trick.
High cures give the poison more potential actions,
and high potency makes it harder to resist those
actions. Use high cure numbers for poisons you
want to have lasting implications, and high saves
for those that you want to be hard to resist. The
expected number of actions a poison will get is
(number of cures)*(1/% to save)
Use the delivery method for flavor. Diplomats will
likely use ingested poisons, mushrooms might
release spores to be inhaled, and a dragon's hoard
might be coated in a contact poison to ward off
potential thieves!
I try to base the cost off of the rarity of a reagent,
which is implied to be tied to "power," so if your
reagents have incredibly powerful effects, make
them expensive; on the flip side, maybe there's the
threat of sinister death in the rural area your PCs
are staying in because there's a powerful and cheap
poison in the market
Most of the base toxins are found in Ultimate Equipment
or Ultimate Wilderness books in name only; you'll find
that I've made base poisons a lot more powerful (as
opposed to Ultimate Equipment arsenic, my homebrew
actually kills the average NPC most of the time); you can
toy with the numbers if they seem too high, but keep in
mind that poisons are usually created to kill, so rather
than pull punches, see my note about accessability
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